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The 2013 San Francisco Green Film Festival Awards are 3D Printed
 by Type A Machines

San Francisco, CA, June 3rd 2013 - Type A Machines is pleased to announce they are 
sponsoring the 2013 San Francisco Green Film Festival and have 3D printed the five 
Awards for the Festival. 

The Awards were 3D printed on the award-winning Series 1 3D printer, rated “Best in 
Class - Midrange” by Make: Magazine. The Series 1 uses the FFF (Fused Filament 
Fabrication) method, by laying down thousands of layers of thin plastic to build an 
object up. This is a zero waste process: only the exact amount of plastic filament 
required to make the part is used. Everything is happening locally: Type A Machines 
design, build, test, and ship their Series 1 3D printer out of TechShop SF, using as 
many local suppliers and raw materials as possible. 

The Awards’ shape mirror an organic shape, twisting and growing towards the sky, 
symbolizing dynamism and evolution. They were 3D printed in green PLA (Polylactic 
acid), an environmentally friendly bio-material derived from corn starch, non toxic, 
recyclable, even compostable. The Awards also feature a wood basis with the 
winner’s name laser engraved on the bottom. This was yet another high-sustainable 
choice: locally sourced, locally harvested California walnut. 

The Awards were designed by Smith|Allen Studio, an Oakland based studio 
specialized in the design and fabrication of 3D printed structures and installations.  
They are best known in the SF artistic community for their Xylem, an installation 
which was 3D printed on our Series 1, featured in 7x7 and East Bay Express. 

The fabrication of the award would not have been possible in such a short time span 
without the innovative reliability of the Type A  Machines Series 1.  In the span of only 
1 week over 7 full scale prototypes were printed as well as the 5 final Awards.  The 
Series 1 allows designers to quickly iterate though designs, efficiently finding the 
optimal form for any given project as quickly as possible with a minimum of waste.  

About Type A Machines
Type A Machines is focused on designing and building the easiest to use and most 
reliable desktop 3D printers. Based out of TechShop San Francisco, Type A Machines 
was founded in 2012 and has experienced an exponential growth ever since. Their 
first-generation 3D printer is the Series 1, rated “Best in Class - Midrange” by Make 
Magazine for reliability, yield and build volume. Run by an experienced 
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entrepreneurial team, Type A Machines will continue to push the envelope by 
shipping new features that will redefine this exciting space. Follow Type A Machines 
@TypeAMachines.
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